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Figure 1: SECI Spiral Conversion Model developed by 

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995)

Table 1: SECI Spiral Nodes, Exchanges, and Example 

Communication Practices to Facilitate Exchange
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By mapping resources onto the types of knowledge exchanged at
each junction, these resources can better facilitate the creation and
distribution of knowledge as to how resources can adapt data sharing
practices. Table 1 proposes example resources mapped onto these
models demonstrating how these resources can enter and circulate
through the SECI spiral model.

By mapping resources to each mode of the model, researchers at any
level of familiarity can access the stage of knowledge exchange
appropriate for their needs. This map can also help information
specialists arrange resources in anticipation of the researcher’s level
of familiarity.

Conclusions
Each of these modes--socialization, externalization, combination, and
internalization--are derived from exchanges with information on data
sharing behaviors, whether through fellow practitioners, online
resources, or other scholarship. These exchanges aid in the
concretization of their practices, for a range of best practices that can
be found as both described and enacted. By following these models of
knowledge conversion, librarians can best facilitate the finding and/or
creation of resources that can move a researcher through these
modes.

Extracting this model from managerial environments provides a
framework for discussing how both the medium and the message
resonate with the goal audience. While resources can be crafted as an
effective one-stop shop, this limits information sharing to explicit
changes that does little to capitalize upon the tacit knowledge built
through implementing the information contained within such a
resource. By including both different types of information and
resources, librarians and others can build a more robust information
source to encourage data sharing among practitioners by speaking to
each stage of the knowledge transfer process.

The recent movement toward open data sharing at the federal

funding level has initiated widespread conversations on data

sharing practices and compliance with open data mandates. While

resources have been created to demonstrate how researchers can

comply with federal mandates, few resources have addressed

data sharing practices that play a role in how this information is

generated and utilized. This poster utilizes the Nonaka and

Takeuchi (1995) knowledge transfer spiral model to understand

hesitations in adopting data sharing behaviors, and guidelines for

creating resources that can address these knowledge conversions

for researchers.

Abstract Mapping Resource 

Types to Model Modes

While multiple resources exist to encourage researchers toward

open access practices, there are few guides for implementation as

use cases vary based on discipline, funding agency, and

researcher goals. Many resources use general information or

provide example documents, but rarely do they describe the

conversations and decisions researchers engage with in choosing

to utilize data sharing practices. As described by Cameron Neylon

(2017), researchers find few if any tutorials, guidance, or best

practices for data management, with most resources providing

either very detailed technical information about the data itself, or

high-level general information about data management overall. A

2009 Insight survey on data preservation found that the three

largest needs identified by data mangers, aside from

infrastructure, are more resources, more knowledge/expertise, and

training (PARSE, 2009). To build in these kinds of resources and

expertise, the Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) knowledge transfer

model can be used to understand how researchers want to

engage with this information, and how they incorporate information

into their decision-making process for utilizing data sharing

practices.

Background

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) describe a model of knowledge
conversion consisting of four modes: socialization, externalization,
combination, and internalization (SECI), as visualized in Figure 1.
The recursive nature of these exchanges results in a spiral
through which the social sphere of this knowledge is expanded
from the individual, the group, the organization, and back to the
individual. This spiral model provides a method for mapping data
sharing practices and further understanding their relationship to
the exchange of knowledge of these practices between
researchers as individuals, groups, and organizations. While this
model has been critiqued for including methods of exchange as
conversion and difficulties to apply within a Western management
environment (Bratianu, 2010), its use to describe communication
of practices matches patterns of communication within academic
and research institutions which advocate collaboration rather than
top-down management hierarchies.

Conceptual Model

Model Mode Exchange Type

Example 

Resource

Socialization Tacit to Tacit Anecdotes

Externalization Tacit to Explicit FAQ, Panels, Blog

Combination Explicit to Explicit Publications

Internalization Explicit to Tacit Documentation
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